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The Key
to Infinite
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John Muir Laws Nurtures Active
Curiosity Through Nature Journaling

O

n a fog-shrouded morning at Palo Alto’s Baylands Nature Preserve, a
mockingbird perches on a toyon
bush, eyeing the vibrant red berries. Black-crowned night herons
nestle into the tall shoreline
grasses while side-by-side flocks
of American avocets and dowitchers create a light and dark
patchwork pattern in the water.
“There’s a shorebird-palooza
and duck-o-rama going on here,”
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exclaims John (who goes by
Jack) Muir Laws, as he greets a
small group toting backpacks,
spotting scopes and binoculars.
“Get ready to get your nature
geek on!”
Bird watching would be the
default assumption, and yes,
that will happen here. But the
agenda of this gathering is nature journaling, a hobby turned
movement that’s flourishing—
with Jack leading the charge.

“A nature journal is a notebook in which we use words,
pictures and numbers to describe natural phenomena that
we encounter,” he explains, as
workshop participants settle
in around him, unpacking sets
of drawing pencils and paints.
“It’s a way to engage with our
observations, our curiosity
and questions and make connections to other things that
we’ve seen.”
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Jack pulls out a small white
board and deftly sketches loose
lines with a blue marker. “On
shorebirds, it’s really helpful
to squint your eyes and go for
general values of light and
dark,” he demonstrates with
quick strokes. After a short,
interactive tutorial, it’s time
for individual exploration and
study with a plan to regroup
and share discoveries.
“Decide what’s interesting to

you,” Jack emphasizes as the
cluster disbands in different
directions. “Let your curiosity
determine your focus.”
And indeed, the act of chasing
his own curiosity is what set
Jack on this unique path that
he’s chosen to walk—accompanied by the likes of long-eared
chipmunks, western scrub jays
and shasta blue butterflies,
along with an impassioned community of nature journalers.
PUNCHMAGAZINE.COM
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ABOVE (left to right): The Laws Guide to Nature Drawing and Journaling, © 2016
by John Muir Laws, published by Heyday; How to Teach Nature Journaling,
© 2020 by John Muir Laws and Emilie Lygren, published by Heyday.
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including naturalist, educator, artist and author. The numerous

cap to ward off the morning chill,
much like his legendary role model, he’s the wearer of many hats

Given that fostering love is a
tall order, Jack concluded that

publications written and
illustrated by John Muir
Laws include The Laws
Field Guide to the Sierra
you related…?” No, Jack says,
Nevada, The Laws Guide
he’s not a direct descendent
to Drawing Birds and
The Laws Guide to Nature
what my mom and dad named
Drawing and Journalme,” he relays, explaining that
ing. Jack doesn’t hesitate
John was a nod to his maternal
when asked to synthesize
grandfather and Muir his paternal the common thread in his
work: “My goal is to help
suspect that that had a role in
people fall in love with
me becoming a person fascinated the natural world to the
with natural history and conserva- point that they step fortion in California,” he concedes.
ward to become stewards
Although Jack dons a dark wool to protect it.”
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W

ith a given name of
John Muir, it might
seem like Jack was
predestined to align his journey
with the natural world. The ques-
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believe that love is the act of sustained, compassionate attention,”

ILLUSTRATIONS: COURTESY OF JOHN MUIR LAWS

people how to pay attention, I am
teaching people how to fall more
deeply in love with the world.”

And that’s where the
nature journal comes in.
“The journal is the tool
that unlocks the door,” he
explains. “It’s the key.”

Jack credits his family with
guiding him to that key—and
ultimately the calling that he
now shares with others. Both of
his parents relished nature and
natural history (his mother leaning toward botany and his father
toward birding), and growing up
in San Francisco, Jack turned
Sutro Forest into his own personal
jungle to explore.

by his mother, seven-year-old
Jack observed one of his mother’s

absolutely fascinated,” he recalls,
would sit down next to her and
watch.” Before the next family adventure, Jack’s mother presented
him with his own notebook journal

me take the next step.” Jack’s
grandmother also played a pivotal
worry about making it perfect,”
Jack cites another formative moment that happened on a birding
PUNCHMAGAZINE.COM
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DRAWING MUSHROOMS

IRREGULAR CAPS
There is great variation in the shapes of mushroom caps. Notice
how these guidelines diverge from the blueprint. Establishing the
contours of the cap and the gills before adding any details helps you
make a clean, deliberate sketch.

Mushrooms are fungi, not plants. Their function is to spread spores
for reproduction. They are beautiful, curious, and safe to touch.
THE MUSHROOM BLUEPRINT

THE NO. 1 MUSHROOM MISTAKE

I use a simple diagram to block in the basic shape of most
mushrooms. Modify this plan to match the proportions of the
specific mushroom you are drawing.

Look at the two mushrooms below. There is something wrong with
the gills on one of them. Can you pick it out?

1

When viewed from an angle,
the round underside of the
mushroom is an ellipse. Be sure
to round the corners instead of
making an eye shape.

WET AND SLIMY

2

Add the curve of the cap.
Different species will have
differently shaped caps. The cap
shape also changes with age.
Look carefully.

3

Draw crosshairs through
the ellipse to find the center
of the gill surface.

4

Draw a second ellipse over
the intersection of the cross
hairs. This is the base of the stalk.
Drop the sides of the stalk from
the corners of the central ellipse.

To make a mushroom look wet or slimy, overpaint it with specks or
streaks of bright opaque white. I use Titanium White Gouache that
I keep in a section of my palette that I reserve for opaque paint.
The mushroom on the right is correct. All the gills point to the
center of the cap. On the mushroom on the left, the gills pivot
around the corners of the stalk, creating sunbursts on either side.
It is easy to make this mistake, so watch for it.

A surface without
highlights looks
matte and dry.

THE MUSHROOM TRICK
You can see deeply into the cracks of the gills that point directly
toward you; that orientation allows you to see deeper shadows. You
cannot see between the gills that point to the sides, so those gills are
lighter and less distinct. Draw or paint deeper shadows on the close
side and in the back on either side of the stalk.

5

Draw lines from the center to
the edge of the larger ellipse.
These are the guidelines for the
gills. Watch the angles of
the gills on the back half
of the mushroom. This
is where most people
make mistakes.

This blueprint can
be used to show
either the top or
the underside
of a mushroom,
depending on which
lines you erase.

Observe the shapes of
highlights on wet surfaces
and copy them with
opaque gouache.

Darker
cracks
here…

Try a white gel
pen on the edges
of the closest gills.

…and here

Lighter and
less defined
gills on the
sides
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ABOVE/OPPOSITE: Images from The Laws Guide to Nature Drawing and Journaling, © 2016 by John Muir Laws, published by Heyday;
LOWER RIGHT: Images from The Laws Field Guide to the Sierra Nevada, © 2007 by John Muir Laws, published by Heyday.

to make this ‘pishing’ noise with
his lips—‘pish, pish, pish, pish’—and
this tiny bird started to dance closer and closer to us,” Jack recounts.
speaking to the birds.”

Jack’s father pulled out
a field guide, and together
they determined that the
olive-greenish bird was
a ruby-crowned kinglet.
“I discovered that these
field guides were like little
troves of treasures that
you could go out and find,”
he says. “Every walk became a treasure hunt.”
dyslexia, Jack struggled in high
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school but always found respite in
nature. For one of his classes, he
loaded his backpack up with hefty

witnessed this outlet—so familiar
and ingrained in him—resulting
in a transformative experience.
-

Trail. With the additional support
teachers who encouraged his scito UC Berkeley where he pursued a
major based on natural history and
environmental education.
Throughout his academic studies, teaching roles and the career
that followed at the California
Academy of Sciences, Jack continued to draw and keep journals
of all his adventures and discoveries. While working at an outdoor
education program in Marin, his
journaling drew the attention
of students, who began to use
their free time to join him. Jack

them how to observe, how to ask
questions, how to wonder, how
to nature journal, you’re teaching
Another watershed event came
as Jack sat with his grandmother,
just before she passed away.
Pondering what he would regret
not doing in his own lifetime, he
reached two conclusions: he wanted to have a family and be a father
guide to the Sierra Nevada, the
book that he wished had existed
when he hiked the John Muir Trail.
Jack left his job at the Acad-

emy of Sciences to study sciCruz. He then spent the next six
years meticulously documenting
the natural treasures between
Yosemite and Mount Whitney:
1,700 species and 2,710 original
spring, summer and fall, I’d be
hiking in the Sierra Nevada with
the backpack on and a notebook,
stopping at every plant,” he says.
out of paper and run out of food.
I’d resupply and then do it again.”

Published by Berkeley’s
Heyday in 2007, The Laws
Field Guide to the Sierra
Nevada was released to
high praise and appreciative reviews. As additional
publications followed, Jack
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trip in Point Reyes. He watched in
wonder as his father quietly ap-

BLOCKING IN: A STRUCTURAL APPROACH
If you understand an animal’s anatomy, you can simplify it. Here I used a more
structural approach to the drawing because this bird is posed in a simple profile.

1

3

Start with the posture. This is a
line going through the central
axis of the bird. That is the angle of
the bird’s body, not the tail.

Add the head
on top of your
body. Pay attention to
its size, distance from,
and orientation to
the body.

4

Add a line
through the eye
and down the beak and
a second line for the tail.

Double- and
triple-check the
head position and
proportions. Most
birds hold their head
back behind the level
of the chest. I tend to
make my heads too
big. What is your
tendency? This is
your time to catch any
proportion mistakes
and fix them.

2

Make an oval
for the body.
This also could be an
egg shape with the
larger end at the top.

9

10

Add value with
your pencil. Your
pencil strokes will show
through the paint to
emphasize the planes of
the body and add texture.

11

Paint the
shadows first
with a gray-purple wash
(mostly gray). If you
add them at the end,
they may blur your
details and throw your
composition off.

Now paint the
local colors directly
onto the dry shadows. Note
that I use blue on the head but
cyan on the back of the wing
and tail. Blue and cyan are not
the same thing.

7

Show the location
of the leading edge of
the wing from the point
of the wrist (close to the head)
to the tip of the wing.
You may also want to add a
smaller cross-line to indicate
where the secondaries stop.

13

By painting a
little window
of color behind the
bird, you create a sense
of the habitat, even
without detail. This day
was overcast and gray.

6

Draw the
negative space
between the belly,
legs, and branch.

5

The head and body circles are not the edges of the bird.
They are only there to help you get the proportions. Create
the edges with angles. Look for the places where the edges turn and
also the inflection points of curves. Do not just follow your circles.
Look at the negative shapes of the air in front of the throat,
behind the head, and below the tail. You will often see interesting
angles where the head and tail attach to the body.

First draw
the legs and
feet, then
the branch.

Add written notes.
This is not an art project,
but field notes. Some
things are easier to show
with words, some with
a drawing. Be sure to
include location, date,
and weather.

12

Add grays and soft
browns to the body.
There is a slight hint of buff in
the chest. Add contrast with a
dark bill and eye.

8

Add the major features of
the bird, paying attention to
the shapes of the major feather groups.
Do not outline every feather. Draw
the legs before you draw the branch.
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fulfilled his other life goal
when he met his wife, Cybele Renault, an infectious
disease specialist. About
10 years ago, they settled
in San Mateo to raise their
two daughters. Referring
to themselves as “The Adventure Girls,” Amelia and
Carolyn are always readily
equipped with shoulder
bags packed full of nature
journals and field supplies.
A decade after moving to the
Peninsula, Jack continues to be
awed by the natural bounty sur-
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Tree Squirrels

Tree squirrels are active throughout the winter and collect and store
food in summer and fall.
Douglas Squirrel
dark tail
or Chickaree
with silver
Northern Flying Squirrel
Glaucomys sabrinus

pine forests

mature conifer forests
large eyes

makes a “rattle
call” like a
woodpecker

indistinct
ear spot

Western Gray
Squirrel

medial stripe extends
to crown of head
distinct inner
gray and
outer white
stripes

dark line
on side
(less distinct in
winter)

yellow hairs
on edges and
tip of tail
orange
underside

Sciurus griseus

mature oakpine forests

bright rusty sides
indistinct outer
dark stripe blends
with body color

white chest
large size

Ground Squirrels

grizzled silver hairs, appears
banded from rear

Ground squirrels hibernate in winter. In preparation for this, they
fatten up in the summer. By the end of summer most ground squirrels
are underground in deep torpor with low metabolic rates.
may have dark stripe
California
pale
between shoulders
buffy
Ground Squirrel
spots

Spermophilus beecheyi

forest openings

often
climbs trees

Lodgepole Chipmunk
Tamias speciosus

pine forests
above 6000 ft.
white hairs on
edges and tip
strong contrast long ears
of tail
on face, black
large white spot
stripe below eye
behind ear

pale area on neck

distinct pale
stripes
orange
underside
black and white
stripes on back
only

red brown
stripe down
back
yelloworange
head

rusty sides
compare
with Pika,
p. 313

short
rusty
tail

Belding’s Ground Squirrel
Spermophilus beldingi

these incredible bird magnets and

range overlap

black stripes in front of
and behind eye, stripe
below eye may be black

dark edged
gray back

The Sierra Nevada has the world’s greatest diversity of chipmunks. Try
to get familiar with chipmunks early in the summer. By late summer,
they begin to molt in preparation for the winter. This makes their
colors dull and patterns indistinct. In the High Sierra, small, dullcolored young emerge from mid to late summer, further complicating
chipmunks.

pale
brown pale yellowish
to orange chest

sits
erect

look at the corridors of wildlife
habitat we have here, we are living
in an absolutely amazing place,”

edge

Tamiasciurus douglasii

Chipmunks of the Northern and Central Sierra

314

mountain meadows

Long-eared Chipmunk

Golden-mantled
Ground Squirrel

Inches

Spermophilus lateralis

Ponderosa Pine to alpine

Tamias quadrimaculatus

Inches

mature pine forests
above 3,600’ (north), 6,000’ (south) to
an upper limit of 7.300’
315
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then we’ve got our coastal range
hills with so much protected and
preserved open space.”
The Peninsula now provides
daily inspiration for Jack’s primary focus, which is getting the
tools for nature journaling into
the hands of as many people
as possible. At his website,
johnmuirlaws.com, the tagline
Through Science, Education and
Art,” and the offerings there
provide a vital hub for a rapidlygrowing community. Free online
lessons and demos—including
how to draw birds, mammals,
scapes, along with step-by-step
watercolor tips. Events and
workshops. Nature journal clubs.
Educator resources. A naturalist
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and books, along with art sup-

but a skill that can be learned

of my classes are available for
anybody, anywhere, at any time,”

artist if you just start doing it on

you some structure and regular
practice, and once it becomes a
routine, it gets a lot easier.”
Acknowledging that it can be
intimidating to get started, Jack
provides quick assurance that
you don’t have to be an artist,
writer or scientist to enjoy nature
journaling—the goal is to notice
make an observation that you
otherwise wouldn’t have made or
you ask a question that wouldn’t
have occurred to you, your journal page is successful, no matter
how it looks.”
That being said, Jack also
believes that drawing isn’t a gift

skills actually develop surprisingly
fast.” And how will you know what
to focus on? Jack suggests

giving yourself a specific
search pattern. “The two
things you are looking for
initially are wonder and
beauty,” he says. “Look for
micro-beauties like a leaf
or the way the sunlight
hits moss and then be on
the lookout for the little
mini-mysteries—phenomena and events—that you
don’t fully understand.”

Although recognized as a leading advocate for nature journaling, Jack knows he can’t drive the
movement alone. That’s why he

has worked closely with numerous teachers, homeschool groups
and environmental educators
across the U.S. for more than 30
years to jumpstart nature journalful skill that we need to teach the
teachers and share this skillset
more broadly,” he explains.
To accomplish that, Jack makes
resources such as the curriculum
Opening the World through Nature
Journaling and the comprehensive guide How to Teach Nature
Journaling (co-authored with Emilie
Lygren) available as free downloads
from his website. How does he
make a living when he provides so
much gratis? He credits the nature
journaling community—those who
can afford to do so—with supporting his work through donations.
-
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2019. “I wanted to learn to
draw,” he recalls, “and if
around and be really generous too.” you type in ‘draw,’ Jack’s
Currently offering three online
name comes up pretty
classes a week—along with an
quickly.” Amy, who bought
ever-increasing number of nature
her first notebook in
journal video tutorials—Jack looks
2016, nods with a smile: “I
forward to returning to regular
thought I could find hope
in beauty and nature.”
pushes through the morning fog
High school senior Fiona
during the recent outing to the
chimes in with her take.
Palo Alto Baylands, the sense of
“I love asking questions,”
euphoria among the attendees is
she says. “I’m big on cupalpable. Brian shares that
riosity.” Heather agrees,
he’s been journaling since adding, “There’s someous,” he gratefully acknowledges,

thing about nature that
makes us better people.”
As Jack tracks the burgeoning number of nature journalers—and the passionate
engagement he sees—he’s continually reinforced in his mission.
people how to fall in love with
the world and how to celebrate
their own capacity for learn-

curious about if we choose to
be curious.”

attention
curiosity
wonder
johnmuirlaws.com
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